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Abstract
The center manifold and the normal forms are e2ective tools for the study of local bifurcations occurring
in evolution equations. The computation of the center manifold and the normal form amounts, after more
or less complex algebraic transformations, to solve in a recursive way a hierarchy of linear equations. We
present a method and computer programs for the computation of normal forms of some nonlinear parabolic
PDEs. These computations are performed using the symbolic algebra system Maple, Matlab and exploiting the
compatibility of these two systems. Here the linear equations to be solved are in7nite dimensional and we use
the 7nite element method for this purpose. The use of the 7nite element method allows to consider problems
with complex shape domains. In our programs, Maple takes care of the algebraic manipulations delivering
the set of linear equations to be solved and writes some parts of the Matlab code for their resolution. We
give three applications: a pitchfork bifurcation in a semilinear parabolic equation, a Hopf bifurcation and a
bifurcation to rotating and standing waves in a reaction–di2usion system.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Many partial di2erential equations modeling time-evolving systems depending on parameters may
be written as an ordinary di2erential equation:
u˙= F(u; ) (u; )∈X × Rm (1.1)
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on a suitable Banach space X . It is well known that for such systems the asymptotic behavior
of the solutions may change when the parameters vary. Of particular interest is the study of the
dynamic changes in the vicinity of a nonhyperbolic equilibrium point (u0; 0), that is, F(u0; 0) = 0
and DuF(u0; 0) has one or more eigenvalues with zero real part. The study of such phenomena is
the object of local bifurcation theory. Two of the basic and most e2ective tools for the study of
local bifurcation problems are the center manifold and the normal forms. With the former we reduce
the study of the in7nite-dimensional system (1.1) near a nonhyperbolic equilibrium to that of an
ordinary di2erential equation on a low-dimensional invariant manifold (called a center manifold). The
restriction of (1.1) to the center manifold (called the reduced equation) contains all the information
needed to determine the asymptotic behavior of the solutions of (1.1) near the nonhyperbolic point.
The method of normal forms enables us to transform, via a suitable change of variables, the reduced
equation to a simpler form (called the normal form) more amenable to analysis. Center manifold and
normal forms have a long history, we refer the reader to [4,7,14] for bibliographical and historical
notes.
Assuming that a center manifold of (1.1) exists at a nonhyperbolic equilibrium (u0; 0), it is, in
general, impossible to obtain exactly the center manifold. But one can, in principle, approximate the
center manifold to any degree of accuracy by truncated Taylor series. This amounts to solve step by
step a hierarchy of linear equations for the Taylor coeIcients (see e.g. [14]). Normal forms are, in
general, not uniquely de7ned and there are various methods to derive a normal form (see e.g. [7] and
the references therein). In this paper we use the method proposed in [10] which leads to a unique
normal form. This normal form is characterized by a symmetry property obtainable a priori since it
requires only the knowledge of the linearized system at the nonhyperbolic equilibrium. Usually, the
computation of the normal form of the reduced equation is done in two steps: 7rst the reduction,
and second the normal form calculation. But as shown in Elphick et al. these computations can be
combined in a single step. The coeIcients of the normal form are determined, order by order in a
recursive process, together with those of the transformation resulting from the combination of the
center manifold and the change of variables involved in the normal form. This recursive process
consists in solving step by step a hierarchy of linear equations whose corresponding linear operators
are of the form L − 	I where L = DuF(u0; 0), 	∈C (sometimes an eigenvalue of L) and I is
the identity operator. The algebraic manipulations needed to obtain this hierarchy of equations may
become very involved. This is common for this type of computations, so it is not surprising that
computer programs using symbolic algebra softwares have been introduced for the computation of
normal forms. Rand and Keith [17] seem to have been the 7rst to develop such computer programs.
We refer the reader to Chow et al. [7] for references on this subject and to Bi and Yu [2] for a
more recent work.
In this paper we apply the method of Elphick et al. [10] to parabolic partial di2erential equations.
So, in addition of the complexities of the algebraic manipulations, we are faced with the problem
of solving in7nite-dimensional linear equations. If the problem domain has not a very simple shape
(square, rectangular, circular, cylindrical, etc.) one has to resort to numerical methods. Here we use
the 7nite element method which is well suited for problems in a complex geometry. For domain
with a simple shape, one can use 7nite-di2erence method as in some examples in [15] or spectral
methods. Our 7nite element codes are written as Matlab programs. For the symbolic computations
we develop Maple programs to implement the method of Elphick et al. [10]. The symbolic algebra
programs that we are aware of do not 7t our needs. To use these, one has 7rst to put the linear
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operator L (more precisely, a 7nite element discretization of L) in Jordan canonical form (see, e.g.,
[2]). From a practical point of view, this is not a feasible task for very high-dimensional linear
operators. Our Maple program takes care of the algebraic manipulations yielding the hierarchy of
linear equations needed to be solved to obtain the Taylor coeIcients. Furthermore, for each of these
equations, our Maple program generates the Matlab 7le for its resolution. This is very useful since
the number of equations to be solved may be quite high and the right members of these equations
are often relatively complex. So, we avoid the tedious and error-prone hand-coding.
This paper is organized as follows. Sections 2 and 3 recall the pertinent results of center manifold
and normal forms theories. In Section 4 we present brieMy how to take into account the symmetry
that the original equations may have. Section 5 describes the steps involved in the computation of
the normal forms. In Section 6, to illustrate the methodology used here, we present an example of a
parabolic PDE exhibiting a pitchfork bifurcation. Section 7 outlines our program combining symbolic
computations and the 7nite element method. Section 8 is devoted to the presentation of a system
of reaction–di2usion equations exhibiting a Hopf bifurcation. In Section 9, we use our computations
of normal forms to obtain rotating and standing waves solutions of a system of reaction–di2usion
equations.
2. Center manifold
In this section, we present brieMy the center manifold theory. We refer the reader to Carr [5] and
Vanderbauwhede and Iooss [18] for more details and the proofs.
Let X be a Banach space with norm ‖ ‖. We consider the di2erential equation
u˙= F(u; ); (2.1)
where F :X × Rm → X is a smooth mapping. Let 0 be a value of the parameter such that there
exists a nonhyperbolic equilibrium u0 of u˙ = F(u; 0), that is, F(u0; 0) = 0 and the linear operator
DuF(u0; 0) has one or more eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Without loss of generality, we
assume that (u0; 0) = (0; 0). So we can write (2.1) as
u˙= L()u+ G(u; ); (2.2)
where L() = DuF(0; ).
To avoid technicalities and since it is suIcient for our purposes, we suppose ∈R and L() =
L+ L1, that is, DuF(0; ) = DuF(0; 0) + (9=9)DuF(0; 0). So from now on we will be concerned
with di2erential equations of the form
u˙= Lu+ L1u+ G(u; ); (2.3)
where G is a Ck mapping verifying G(0; 0) = 0, DuG(0; 0) = 0 and (9=9)DuG(0; ) ≡ 0.
We assume that there exist two L-invariant subspaces X0 and Y such that X = X0 ⊕ Y with
dim X0 ¡∞ and Y closed such that (L0) ⊂ iR and (B) ⊂ {z ∈C |Re 6 − b} where b¿ 0,
L0 = L|X0 , B= L|Y and  denotes the spectrum. The subspace X0 is called the center space.
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We write u∈X as u= x+ y with x∈X0 and y∈Y and we let 0 :X → X0 be the corresponding
continuous projection. We set
’(x; y; ) = 0[L1(x + y) + G(x + y; )];
 (x; y; ) = (I − 0)[L1(x + y) + G(x + y; )];
where I :X → X is the identity. Eq. (2.3) now reads
x˙ = L0x + ’(x; y; );
y˙ = By +  (x; y; ): (2.4)
In order to capture the dynamics of (2.4) in a neighborhood of  = 0, we consider the extended
system
x˙ = L0x + ’(x; y; );
y˙ = By +  (x; y; );
˙= 0: (2.5)
For the examples considered in this paper, system (2.3) satis7es the required hypotheses (cf. [18])
to obtain the existence of a neighborhood U of 0∈X × R and h∈Ck(X0 × R; Y ) with h(0; 0) = 0,
Dxh(0; 0)=0 such that M = {(x+ h(x; ); ) | (x; )∈X0×R}∩U is locally invariant under the Mow,
that is, a solution w(t) of (2.5) with w(0)∈M stays in M for 06 |t|¡T for some T ¿ 0. M is
called a local center manifold. It follows that for  near 0, M = {x + h(x; ) | x∈X0} is locally
invariant under the Mow of (2.4). On M, u= x + h(x; ) and the restriction of (2.3) on M is
x˙ = L0x + ’(x + h(x; ); ); (2.6)
Dxh(x; )x˙ = Dxh(x; )[L0x + ’(x + h(x; ); )] = Bh(x; ) +  (x + h(x; ); ): (2.7)
Eq. (2.6) is called the reduced equation of (2.3) on the center manifold. This is a slight abuse of
language since it is, in fact, an equation on the center space X0. Nevertheless, the reduced equation
(2.6) contains the information needed to determine the asymptotic behavior of the small solutions of
(2.3). In particular, all small solutions bifurcating from (0; 0)∈X ×R belong to the center manifold.
Eq. (2.7) with the conditions h(0; 0) = 0 and Dxh(0; 0) = 0 determines the mapping h giving the
center manifold. In general, this partial di2erential equation cannot be solved exactly. But, one can
obtain approximations of h by using this equation to compute Taylor expansions of h at (x; )=(0; 0).
In this paper we will not compute explicitly such approximations.
Remark 2.1. The Center manifold theory is also valid when the operator L has positive real part
eigenvalues, that is when there are both stable and unstable modes.
3. Normal forms
With the center manifold we obtain an ordinary di2erential equation (2.6) which contains the
necessary information to study the local dynamic of the in7nite-dimensional system (2.3) near (0; 0).
To facilitate the study of the reduced equation, we will simplify it with the help of normal forms
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theory. We use the method presented in [10]. Only the results relevant for our purposes are presented.
We refer the reader to Elphick et al. [10] (see also [12]) for more details and the proofs.
Let f :X0×R→ X0 be a Cr map with f(0; 0)=0, where X0 is a 7nite-dimensional vector space.
Consider the di2erential equation
dx
dt
= f(x; ): (3.1)
Let L0 = Dxf(0; 0) and L∗0 be the adjoint of L0. We have:
Theorem 3.1 (Normal form theorem): Let k be a positive integer 6 r − 1. There are polynomial
mappings Q :X0 × R → X0 and P :X0 × R → X0 of degree 6 k with Q(0; 0) = 0 = P(0; 0) and
DxQ(0; 0) = 0 = DxP(0; 0) such that with the change of variables
x = v+ Q(v; );
Eq. (3.1) becomes
dv
dt
= L0v+ P(v; ) + o((‖v‖+ ||)k) (3.2)
with P satisfying
P(etL
∗
0 v; ) = etL
∗
0 P(v; ) (3.3)
for all v;  and t.
Remark 3.1. (i) Relation (3.3) is equivalent to DvP(v; )L∗0v= L∗0P(v; ) for all v and .
(ii) Relation (3.3), giving an a priori characterization of the normal form, dictates the form of the
Taylor expansion of P.
(iii) Comparing the Taylor expansions of f(v+Q(v; )) and (d=dt)(v+Q(v; ))= (I +DvQ(v; ))
dv=dt where dv=dt = L0v + P(v; ) + o((‖v‖ + ||)k), we could obtain the Taylor expansions of Q
and P. We will do these computations simultaneously with the computation of the center manifold
in Section 5.
(iv) Discarding the term o((‖v‖+ ||)k) in the normal form (3.2), we obtain
dv
dt
= L0v+ P(v; ); (3.4)
called the truncated normal form of order k of (3.1). In general, there is a persistence result saying
that under nondegenerate conditions the normal form and its truncation have the same dynamic
behavior near (0,0)
4. Symmetries
In many applications, the equations have inherent symmetries which are inherited by the center
manifold, the reduced equation and the truncated normal form. These results yield often considerable
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simpli7cations in the computations of the center manifold and the normal form and in the study of
the local dynamic of the normal form. We give in this section a brief account of these results. See
[14] for the proofs.
Let ) be a compact group and X a Banach space. We say that ) acts on X if there is a group
homomorphism
* :) → G‘(X );
where G‘(X ) is the group of linear isomorphisms of X . Then the action of ) on X is given by
,x=*(,)x, ,∈) and x∈X . A function F :X → X is said to be )-equivariant if F(,x)= ,F(x) for
all ,∈) and x∈X . If F is di2erentiable and F(0) = 0, it is easy to see that ,DxF(0) = DxF(0)·
, for all ,∈).
Consider now Eq. (2.3)
u˙= Lu+ L1u+ G(u; ):
We assume the same hypotheses as in Section 2 and that F(u; ) := Lu + L1u + G(u; ) is
)-equivariant, that is, F(,u; ) = ,F(u; ) for all u∈X , ∈R and ,∈). The action of ) on X
induces actions on the subspaces X0 and Y . Furthermore, it can be shown that X0 and Y are invari-
ant under the action of ), that is, ,x∈X0 (resp. Y ) for all ,∈) and x∈X0 (resp. Y ). We assume, in
what follows, that the action of ) on X0 is unitary, that is, if we denote T,=*(,)|X0 , then T ∗, =T−1,
for all ,∈). Then, the center manifold, the reduced equation and the polynomial mappings in the
Normal form theorem are )-equivariant.
More precisely we have:
(i) If h∈Ck(X0 × R; Y ) is the function giving the center manifold, then h(,x; ) = ,h(x; ) for all
x∈X0, ∈R and ,∈).
(ii) If x˙ = L0x + ’(x + h(x; ); ) := f(x; ) is the reduced equation on the center manifold, then
,f(x; ) = f(,x; ) for all x∈X0, ∈R and ,∈).
(iii) If P and Q are the polynomial mappings in the Normal Form Theorem, then P(,x; )=,P(x; )
and Q(,x; ) = ,Q(x; ) for all x∈X0, ∈R and ,∈).
5. Computation of the normal form
Consider the equation
u˙= Lu+ L1u+ G(u; ) := F(u; ) (5.1)
of the form (2.3) and satisfying the hypotheses in Section 2. Let h be the function giving the center
manifold. So the reduced equation is
x˙ = L0x + ’(x + h(x; ); ) := f(x; ): (5.2)
By the Normal form theorem, there exists a polynomial function Q such that with the change of
variables
x = v+ Q(v; ) (5.3)
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Eq. (5.2) becomes
v˙= L0v+ P(v; ) + o((‖v‖+ ||)k) := g(v; ) (5.4)
with
P(etL
∗
0 v; ) = etL
∗
0 P(v; ) (5.5)
for all v;  and t.
For u on the center manifold we have u = x + h(x; ) with x∈X0. Thus, if x(t) is a solution of
(5.2) we have
u˙= x˙ + Dxh(x; )x˙ = F(x + h(x; ); ): (5.6)
Incorporating the change of variables (5.3) in the decomposition u= x + h(x; ) we obtain
u= v+ Q(v; ) + h(v+ Q(v; ); ) := v+ .(v; ): (5.7)
Note that .(0; 0)=0 and Dv.(0; 0)=0 since h(0; 0)=0; Dvh(0; 0)=0; Q(0; 0)=0 and DvQ(0; 0)=0.
Eq. (5.6) becomes
u˙= v˙+ Dv.(v; )v˙= F(v+ .(v; )): (5.8)
Substituting (5.4) in this last equation we obtain
[I + Dv.(v; )]g(v; ) = F(v+ .(v; ); ): (5.9)
Let .(v; ) =
∑
p;s v
ps.ps and g(v; ) =
∑
p;s v
psgps be the Taylor expansions of . and g. If v
is n-dimensional, p = (p1; : : : ; pn) is a multi-index and we denote |p| = p1 + · · · + pn. Inserting
these expansions into (5.9) and identifying the powers of v and  yield a hierarchy of linear systems
whose solutions give the coeIcients gps and .ps. To compute gps, .ps, we need to know gp′s′ , .p′s′
with |p′|+ s′6 |p|+ s− 1, s′6 s and |p′|+ s′ = |p|+ s, s′6 s− 1 (cf. [10]). Thus to obtain the
coeIcients, up to order k, we compute successively the coeIcients (p; 0) for |p|= 2; : : : ; k; (p; 1)
for |p| = 1; : : : ; k − 1; : : : ; (p; k − 1) for |p| = 1. We recall that the form of the Taylor expansion
of g is prescribed by (5.5). Moreover, if system (2.3) is )-equivariant, for a given group ), then
the Taylor polynomials of g and . are )-equivariant, . being the composition of two equivariant
functions. This gives an algebraic characterization of the Taylor expansions of g and . that leads,
often, to considerable simpli7cations in the computations.
For a given k ∈N, we obtain with these computations the degree k Taylor polynomials gˆ(v; )
and .ˆ(v; ) of g and .. If v(t) is a solution of the truncated normal form of order k: v˙ = gˆ(v; ),
then, from relation (5.7), we deduce that u(t) = v(t) + .ˆ(v(t); ) is an approximation of a solution
of (5.1) on the center manifold. For (v(0); ) close to (0; 0) this approximation often provides a
good initial guess when searching solutions bifurcating from (0; 0). We will illustrate this point in
our examples.
In the next section, we give a relatively simple example to illustrate how we proceed to compute
the normal form and ..
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6. A pitchfork bifurcation
Consider the semi-linear parabolic equation:
9u
9t =−Ru− u+ u
3 in 2;
u= 0 on ); (6.1)
where 2 is depicted in Fig. 1 and ) is its boundary. Here we have F(u; ) = −Ru − u + u3
and L() = −R − I . Eq. (6.1) is a di2erential equation of the form (2.3) on the Hilbert space
X =L2(2) with D(L())=H 2(2)∩H 10 (2). We seek the 7rst bifurcation point on the trivial solution
branch {(0; ) | ∈R}, that is, the smallest value 0 of  such that L() = DuF(0; ) =−R− I is
noninvertible. Therefore 0 is the smallest solution of the classical eigenvalue problem
−Ru= u in 2;
u= 0 on ): (6.2)
With the domain 2 considered here, we cannot solve analytically this eigenvalue problem neither
the linear systems involved in the computation of the normal form. We resort to the 7nite element
method which is well suited for problems in complex geometries. More precisely, for the problems
at hand, we use P2-elements with the three meshes of 2 depicted in Fig. 2. The meshes contain,
respectively, 56, 224 and 896 elements.
Our 7nite element codes were implemented using Matlab. The P2-element is not available in the
PDE toolbox of Matlab. But we use the capabilities of Matlab to obtain the triangulations of our
domain and we write a procedure to recover the pertinent geometrical data produced by Matlab to
construct our P2-element discretizations.
For each discretization, we compute approximations of 0, the leftmost eigenvalue of (6.2), and
40, a corresponding unit eigenvector, using the Matlab command eigs. We obtain the three approxi-
mations of 0: 20.6524, 20.5301 and 20.5040, showing convergence as the mesh is re7ned.
Since 0 is the leftmost eigenvalue of (6.2), 0 is the rightmost eigenvalue of the operator L(0)=
−R− 0I . It is a simple eigenvalue with 40 as a corresponding unit eigenvector. Letting X0 = R40
and Y = X⊥0 , we can apply the center manifold theory as in Section 2 at the point (0; 0) (see e.g.
[18] or [5]).
0.5
-0.5
0
0
 Ω
0.5
Fig. 1. Domain 2.
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Fig. 2. The three meshes of 2.
Now we proceed to the computations of the normal form and .. First, we observe that F can be
written as F(u; ) = Lu+ L1u+ G(u; u; u) where  = − 0 and
L=−R− 0I;
L1 =−I;
G(u; v; w) = uvw: (6.3)
F is clearly S-equivariant where S : X → X is de7ned as Su=−u. In particular, on the center space
X0 =R40 identi7ed with R, we have Sv=−v for all v∈R. As seen in Section 4, the S-equivariance
implies that we can write the normal form as v˙= g(v; )=P(v; )+ o((‖v‖+ ||)k) with P a degree
k polynomial such that P(−v; ) =−P(v; ). Since L0 = L|X0 = 0, relation (3.3) gives no additional
information on the normal form. Therefore we obtain
g(v; ) = g11v + g30v3 + g12v2 + · · · : (6.4)
Here it will be suIcient to consider the Taylor expansion of order 3.
Consider the Taylor expansion of the function .
.(v; ) =
∑
i; j
vij.ij: (6.5)
Having F(0; ) ≡ 0, it follows that the mapping h giving the center manifold satis7es h(0; ) ≡ 0
and thus .(0; ) ≡ 0. Hence, .0j = 0 for all j. Furthermore, taking into account the S-equivariance
of . and since Su=−u for all u∈X , we deduce that the Taylor coeIcients of . verify .ij = 0 if
i is even. We also have, by construction, .(0; 0) = 0 and Dv.(0; 0) = 0, therefore
.(v; ) = v.11 + v3.30 + v2.12 + · · · : (6.6)
Inserting (6.4) and (6.6) in (5.9) and identifying the powers of v and  yield the linear equations:
L.30 =−G(40; 40; 40) + 40g30;
L.11 =−L140 + 40g11;
L.12 =−L1.11 + 40g12 + .11g11: (6.7)
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We solve these with the 7nite element method using the P2-element with the three meshes. Since the
operator L is not invertible, the equations are soluble if their right-hand side belongs to Range(L). The
operator L is a self-adjoint Fredholm operator, hence Range(L) = (R40)⊥ (see, e.g., [3]). Therefore,
the solvability conditions are
g30 = 〈40; G(40; 40; 40)〉= 〈40; 430〉=
∫
2
440;
g11 = 〈40; L140〉=−〈40; 40〉=−1;
g12 = 〈40; L1.11 − g11.11〉= 0; (6.8)
where 〈; 〉 denotes the inner product of L2(2). The last equality holds since L1 =−I and g11 =−1.
We give in Table 1 the coeIcients of the normal form.
Taking into account the solvability conditions we solve successively the linear equations (6.7).
We are faced with linear systems of the form L7 = R where R∈Range(L). For such systems,
in order to obtain a solution 7 in a systematic way, we proceed as follows. We 7rst compute
an arbitrary solution 7˜. Then, denoting by 0 the orthogonal projection on X0, we take 7 =
7˜ − 0(7˜) = 7˜ − 〈7˜; 40〉40 which is the unique solution in Y , the orthogonal complement of X0,
since L|Y :Y → Range(L) is an isomorphism. Another way to proceed would be to use the singular
value decomposition of the operator as in [6].
In view of the solvability conditions, it is clear that we obtain in this way .11 = .12 = 0. The
solution .30, computed with Mesh 3, is represented in Fig. 3(A).
Since g11 ¡ 0 and g30 ¿ 0, it follows that the normal form (in the same way as the truncated
normal form) exhibits a supercritical pitchfork bifurcation at (0; 0) (see, e.g., [14]). The properties
Table 1
CoeIcients of the normal form
Mesh Mesh 1 Mesh 2 Mesh 3
g11 −1 −1 −1
g12 0 0 0
g30 2.3546 2.3424 2.3393
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Fig. 3. (A) Contour lines of .30. (B) and (C) Contour lines of the two approximations.
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of the center manifold imply that the same conclusion holds for Eq. (6.1) at (0; 0). For the trun-
cated normal form, the bifurcating branch is given explicitly by x±() = ±
√
=g30; (¿ 0). As
remarked in Section 5, using relation (5.7) and the computed Taylor polynomial of ., we can obtain
approximations of the bifurcating solutions of (6.1). Here this yields to the approximation
u˜±() = x±()40 + x±()3.30 ( = − 0): (6.9)
Now let =0:1 and compare, using Mesh 3, the approximation u˜+(0:1+0) (in Fig. 3(B)) with the
stationary solution of (6.1) obtained with the Newton method starting with u˜+(0:1 + 0) as initial
guess. Fig. 3(C) displays this approximation.
7. Outline of our computer program
Now we describe how we combine the symbolic computations with the 7nite element method to
compute the normal form and .. The main program is a Matlab program. It executes preliminary
computations yielding the critical value of the parameter, the eigenvalues with zero real part and the
corresponding eigenvectors. Then it calls the Maple program for the symbolic computations and the
generation of Matlab 7les for the resolution of the linear systems whose solutions give the Taylor
coeIcients of the normal form and .. Last, the program returns to Matlab for solving these linear
equations .
Fig. 4 displays the structure of the program. We give some of the outputs produced for the
example in the preceding section. The Maple input 7le for this example is given in Appendix A.
Geometrical
data
Critical parameter,
eigenvalues, eigenvetors Maple_input
mesh.m
Resolution
files
sol_file_steady.m
fnormal_steady.mws
criticals.m
Fig. 4. Main program Mow.
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mesh:m: From the triangulation obtained with the Matlab PDE Toolbox it generates the data
needed for the P2-7nite element programs.
criticals:m: It computes the critical value of the parameter and the critical eigenvalues and eigen-
vectors. Output: 0, 0 and 40.
fnormal steady:mws: This Maple worksheet uses the method described in Section 5 to obtain the
set of linear systems to be solved, writing each system as a list of three elements [linear part,
nonlinear part, second member]. Furthermore, it generates the Matlab 7les for their resolution.
We give after the next paragraph the result of the execution of this worksheet for the example
in Section 6.
sol file steady:m: It executes the Matlab 7les produced by the Maple program. Output: The
coeIcients of the Taylor expansions of the normal form and ..
The Maple worksheet: fnormal steady.mws
Reading of the source 7les:
>read Maple input file; read gen systems st; read write resol st;
List of the formal linear and nonlinear terms. Each corresponds to an expression which needs an
assembly in the 7nite element code:
>liste a assembler:= const monomes(degr);
liste a assembler:= [a; ab; a2; abc; ab2; a3]
List of the coeIcient free monomials of the Taylor expansion of the transformation Phi of the pre-
scribed degree:
>liste monome:= extr monome(decomp var centrale(symetrie,0,degr));
liste monome:= [x3; x; x2]
The number of linear systems to be solved and the list of names assigned to these systems:
>print(‘Le nombre des equations a resoudre est‘=nops(liste monome)):
>les systemes a resoudre:= map(les noms,liste monome);
Le nombre des equations a resoudre est=3
les systemes a resoudre := [x cube; xmu; xmu carre]
Generation of the Maple source 7le “res auto st” that will be read by the Matlab main program to
solve the linear systems according to the order given in the preceding list of systems to be solved:
> liste car:= convert(les systemes a resoudre,string):
> fopen(res auto st,WRITE):
> writeline(res auto st,‘‘pro ess:= proc(i)’’):
> writeline(res auto st,‘‘local liste1;’’):
> writeline(res auto st,‘‘liste1:= ’’,liste car,‘‘:’’):
> writeline(res auto st,‘‘liste1[i];’’):
> writeline(res auto st,‘‘end:’’):
> fclose(res auto st):
Writing of the number of linear systems to be solved in the 7le “nb equations st”.
> writeto(nb equations st);
> nops(liste monome);
> writeto(terminal):
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List of the names of the Matlab 7les for the resolution of the linear systems:
> noms des fichiers:= map(x->cat(‘x’,‘.’,‘m’),les systemes a resoudre);
noms des ;chiers := [x cube:m; xmu:m; xmu carre:m]
For each monomial in the “liste monome” writing of the corresponding linear system as a list
“liste composante” and creation of the Matlab 7le for its resolution.
> for i to nops(liste monome) do
> mono:= liste monome[i]:
> nom de fichier:= noms des fichiers[i]:
> liste composante:= genere syst steady(degr,partie nonlin,mono):
> writeto(nom de fichier);
> ecriture resolution(liste composante,mono,degr);
> writeto(terminal):
> end do;
mono := x3
nom de fichier := x cube:m
liste composante := [L.30; 43; 4f30]
mono := x
nom de fichier := xmu:m
liste composante := [L.11 + L14; 0; 4f11]
mono := x2
nom de fichier := xmu carre:m
liste composante := [L.12 + L1.11; 0; 4f12 + .11f11]
Using the method described in Section 5, the procedure genere syst steady gives the set of the
linear systems to be solved, writing each system as a list of three elements [linear part, non-
linear part, second member] (called “liste composante”). Each system corresponds to a monomial in
the list “liste monome”. For the example in Section 6 we obtain the linear equations (6.7) written as
[L*Phi30, xi∧3, xi*g30]
[L*Phi11+L1*xi, 0, xi*g11]
[L*Phi12+L1*Phi11, 0, xi*g12+Phi11*g11].
The procedure genere syst steady calls the procedures decomp var centrale and decomp forme
normale to write the formal Taylor expansions of . and the normal form of the degree prescribed
in the Maple input steady 7le. It then performs the substitutions in (5.9), deletes the terms of degree
greater than the prescribed degree and identi7es the powers of x and  to obtain the linear systems.
For each linear system associated to the above lists, the procedure ecriture resolution gener-
ates the Matlab 7le for its resolution. In a 7rst step it processes the terms of the list. We give
some examples. The terms L*Phi30 and L*Phi12+L1*Phi11 are decomposed as [L,Phi30] and
[L,Phi12,L1*Phi11], this allows to identify the linear operator, the unknown and the term that will
be sent to the right member. For a nonlinear term as xi3 in the 7rst list it writes liste nonlin =
cube(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,xi), where cube is the assembly function listed in the
“liste modeles” of the Maple input steady 7le. For terms such as xi*g12+Phi11*g11 it writes
g12*masseglobal*xi+g11*masseglobal*Phi11 where masseglobal is the mass matrix in the
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7nite element code. In a second step, looking at the third term of the lists “liste composante”, the
procedure checks if there is a solvability condition involved. For example, the third linear system
corresponds to the monomial x2 and g12 appears in the third element of the associated list, so
there will be a solvability condition to comply with. Then the procedure writes the three Matlab
commands:
g12 = -xi transp*g11*masseglobal*Phi11+xi transp*L1*Phi11+
xi transp*liste nonlin
Phi tilda = mldivide(L,-L1*Phi11+g11*masseglobal*Phi11+
g12*masseglobal*xi-liste nonlin)
Phi12 = Phi tilda-xi transp*masseglobal*Phi tilda*xi
If there is no solvability condition involved, the procedure writes the Matlab statement for solving
the system, that is a command such as Phipq=mldivide(L,R), where R is the Matlab expression
of the rigth member of the considered equation. At last, the procedure writes, for each linear system,
the Matlab 7le for its resolution. For example, the Matlab 7le corresponding to the third equation
above is: “xmu carre.m”
liste nonlin = zeros(n inc,1)
g12 = -xi transp*g11*masseglobal*Phi11+xi transp*L1*Phi11+
xi transp*liste nonlin
Phi tilda = mldivide(L,-L1*Phi11+g11*masseglobal*Phi11+g12*masseglobal*xi-
liste nonlin)
Phi12 = Phi tilda-xi transp*masseglobal*Phi tilda*xi
These 7les produced by our Maple program need a minor edition: add “;” at the end of each
statement. If a statement does not 7t on one line, add “: : :” to indicate that the statement continues
on the next line. After this edition the above 7le reads:
liste nonlin = zeros(n inc,1);
g12 = -xi transp*g11*masseglobal*Phi11+xi etoile transp*L1*Phi11: : :
+xi transp*liste nonlin;
Phi tilda = mldivide(L,-L1*Phi11+g11*masseglobal*Phi11+g12*masseglobal*xi: : :
-liste nonlin);
Phi12 = Phi tilda-xi transp*masseglobal*Phi tilda*xi;
Our programs (with comments) are available at ftp.mat.ulaval.ca/pub/gervais. These Maple and
Matlab programs can be used for Hopf and steady-state (pitchforch, saddle-node and transcritical)
bifurcations for PDE of type (2.2) on a planar domain of arbitrary shape. In a forthcoming paper,
we will adapt these programs to study mode interactions (Hopf/steady state and steady/steady state).
8. A Hopf bifurcation
We present in this section an example of a Hopf bifurcation. This example illustrates well the
analysis and the computations involved in the study of a system exhibiting a Hopf bifurcation. For
a more general treatment of Hopf bifurcation theory, we refer the reader to [12,14]. We consider
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Fig. 5. Domain 2.
the well-known Brusselator equations [16].
9X
9t = dRX − (B+ 1)X + X
2Y + A in 2;
9Y
9t = @dRY + BX − X
2Y;
9X
9n =
9Y
9n = 0 on ); (8.1)
where 2 is depicted in Fig. 5 and ) is its boundary.
This set of equations has the stationary solution (A; B=A). Here X and Y are concentrations of
chemicals and A, B, @ and d are positive constants. The change of variables u=X−A and v=Y−B=A
shifts the stationary solution to (0; 0) and system (8.1) becomes
9u
9t = (B− 1)u+ A
2v+ dRu+ h((u; v); B) in 2;
9v
9t =−Bu− A
2v+ @dRv− h((u; v); B);
9u
9n =
9v
9n = 0 on ); (8.2)
where h((u; v); B) = (B=A)u2 + 2Auv+ u2v. We choose B as the bifurcation parameter and A, @ and
d are constants whose values are speci7ed later. System (8.2) is of the form (2.3) with
F((u; v); B) =
(
(B− 1)u+ A2v+ dRu+ h((u; v); B)
−Bu− A2v+ @dRv− h((u; v); B)
)
and
Du;vF((0; 0); B) = L(B) =
(
dR 0
0 @dR
)
+
(
(B− 1)I A2I
−BI −A2I
)
:
We consider (8.2) as a di2erential equation in L2(2) × L2(2) with the domain of L(B) given by
D(L(B)) = {(u; v)∈H 2(2)× H 2(2) | 9u=9n= 0; 9v=9n= 0 on )}.
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We seek the 7rst bifurcation point on the trivial branch of solutions {((0; 0); B) |B¿ 0}, that is,
the value B0 of the smallest B such that L(B) has one or more eigenvalues on the imaginary axis.
Consider the classical eigenvalue problem
−RA= A in 2;
9A
9n = 0 on ): (8.3)
The spectrum is an increasing sequence {n}n¿0 converging toward ∞ with 0=0¡1. There is an
associate complete orthonormal set {An} of eigenfunctions. The eigenvalue 0 = 0 is simple and its
eigenspace is generated by the constant 1 (see, e.g., [8, Vol. 5, Chapter VIII]). Thus every function
A∈D(L(B)) may be written as A=∑n¿0 ( anbn )An. Let A be an eigenfunction of L(B) with eigenvalue
, we have
L(B)A= L(B)
[∑
n¿0
(
an
bn
)
An
]
=
∑
n¿0
[
K
(
an
bn
)
− nD
(
an
bn
)]
An
= 
∑
n
(
an
bn
)
An;
where K and D are the 2× 2 matrices
K =
(
B− 1 A2
−B −A2
)
and
D =
(
d 0
0 @d
)
:
Thus, we must have
(K − nD)
(
an
bn
)
= 
(
an
bn
)
for n=0; 1; 2; : : : : It follows that the eigenvalues of L(B) are the eigenvalues of the matrices K−nD
for n= 0; 1; 2; : : : : Taking B= A2 + 1 we obtain
tr(K − nD) =−dn(1 + @);
det(K − nD) =A2(nd(1− @) + 1) + 2nd2@; (8.4)
where tr and det denote, respectively, the trace and the determinant. Hence, if 0¡@¡ 1, we deduce
that tr(K−0D)=tr(K)=0, det(K−0D)=det(K)=A2 ¿ 0 and, for n¿ 1, we have tr(K−nD)¡ 0
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and det(K − nD)¿ 0. Therefore, with B0 = A2 + 1 and 0¡@¡ 1, it follows that L(B0) has a pair
of imaginary eigenvalues {±i!} and its other eigenvalues have negative real parts. We set
A= 1;
@= 0:5;
d= 0:1 (8.5)
in the remainder of this example. So the critical value of B is B0 = 2 and the critical eigenvalues
{±i!} are the eigenvalues of the 2× 2 matrix K − 0D = K , hence != 1.
Let 4 =
( 41
42
)∈D(L(B)) be an eigenfunction corresponding to the eigenvalue i. Then V4 is an
eigenfunction with eigenvalue −i. If 4∗ is an eigenfunction of the adjoint L∗(B0) corresponding to
−i, then 〈 V4; 4∗〉= 0. We normalize 4∗ such that 〈4; 4∗〉= 1. Here, 〈; 〉 is the complex inner product
〈A;  〉= ∫2 A V of L2(2;C)×L2(2;C). Set X0 = {z4+ Vz V4 | z ∈C} and consider the projection D0 on
X0 de7ned by D0(A) = 〈A; 4∗〉4 + 〈A; V4∗〉 V4. Then, with Y = Range(I − D0), the hypotheses of the
center manifold are satis7ed (see, e.g., [13]). Now, identifying X0 with {(z; Vz) | z ∈C}, the restriction
L0 of L(B0) to X0 is given by
L0
(
z
Vz
)
=
(
i 0
0 −i
)(
z
Vz
)
:
Thus
etL
∗
0 =
(
e−it 0
0 eit
)
:
The normal form can be written as
dZ
dt
= L0Z +P(Z; ) + o((|Z |+ ||)k);
where Z=
( z
Vz
)
and P(Z; )=(P((z; Vz); ); P((z; Vz); )) verifying (3.3) which gives here etL
∗
0P(Z; )=
P(etL
∗
0 Z; ). It follows easily from this relation that there is a polynomial Q such that Q(0; 0) = 0
and P((z; Vz); ) = zQ(|z|2; ) (see, e.g., [14]). Therefore, we may express the normal form as
dz
dt
= iz + g101z + g210z2 Vz + g102z2 + O((|z|+ ||)4);
dz
dt
=−i Vz + g101z + g210z2z + g102z2 + O((|z|+ ||)4): (8.6)
If R(g101) = 0 and R(g210) = 0, then the normal form exhibits a Hopf bifurcation at the origin. The
bifurcation is supercritical if R(g101)R(g210)¡ 0 and subcritical if R(g101)R(g210)¿ 0 (see, e.g.,
[14]). The properties of the center manifold imply that Eqs. (8.2) does the same at ((0; 0); B0).
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We now proceed to the computation of the degree 3 Taylor polynomials of the normal form and
.. We 7rst make the change of variables  = B− B0. Now the right-member of (8.2) reads
F(U; ) = LU + L1U + H (U; ); (8.7)
where
U =
(
u
v
)
; L=
(
(B0 − 1)I + 0:1F I
B0I −I + 0:05F
)
;
L1 =
(
I 0
−I 0
)
and H (U; ) =
(
h(U; B0 + )
−h(U; B0 + )
)
:
Consider now the Taylor expansion of the function .
.((z; Vz); ) =
∑
p;q;r
zp Vzqr.pqr:
For every B, (u; v) ≡ 0 is a solution of (8.2). Hence, as in the example of Section 6, we deduce
that .00r = 0 for all r. By construction we have .((0; 0); 0) = 0 and Dz; Vz.((0; 0); 0) = 0. Therefore,
the degree 3 Taylor expansion of . is
.((z; Vz); ) =.101z + .011 Vz + .200z2 + .020z2 + .110z Vz + .300z3 + .030z3
+.210z2 Vz + .201z2 + .021z2 + .102z2 + .120z Vz2 + .012 Vz2 + .111z Vz;
where
.pqr =
(
.1pqr
.2pqr
)
and .pqr = .qpr
(
we recall that 4=
(
41
42
))
:
Inserting the expansions of g, . and F in the relation (5.9) and identifying the powers of z; Vz and
 lead to the linear equations (listed in the order of their resolution):
(z Vz) L.110 =
[
2 V4142 + 4 V4141 + 241 V42;−2 V4142 − 4 V4141 − 241 V42
]
;
(z2) (L− 2iI).200 =−
[
24142 + 2421;−24142 − 2421
]
;
(z2 Vz) (L− iI).210 =−
[
441.1110 + 242.1110 + 241.2110 + 441.1200 + 241.2200
+ 2.120042 + 42142 + 2414142;−441.1110 − 242.1110 − 241.2110
− 441.1200 − 241.2200 − 2.120042 − 42142 − 2414142
]
+ 4g210;
(z3) (L− 3iI).300 =−
[
441.1200 + 241.2200 + 42142 + 242.1200;
− 441.1200 − 241.2200 − 42142 − 242.1200
]
;
(z) (L− iI).101 =−L14+ g1014;
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Fig. 6. The three meshes of 2.
(z Vz) L.111 =−L1.110 +
[
2.101142 + 241.2011 + 2 V41.2101 + 4 V41.1101
+ 2.1101 V42 + 4.101141;−2.101142 − 241.2011 − 2 V41.2101 − 4 V41.1101
− 2.1101 V42 − 4.101141
]
+ .110g101 + .110g101;
(z2) (L− 2iI).201 =−L1.200 −
[
441.1101 + 241.2101
+ 242.1101;−441.1101 − 241.2101 − 242.1101
]
;
(z2) (L− iI).102 =−L1.101 + .101g101 + 4g102: (8.8)
The operator L − iI being non-invertible, the equations (z), (z2 Vz) and (z2) are soluble if their
right-hand side belongs to Range(L− iI). But, Range(L− iI)=ker(L∗+iI)⊥. Hence, these equations
have solutions if the inner product of their right-hand side with 4∗ is zero. We proceed as in Section
6 to solve Eqs. (8.8). The three meshes used are depicted in Fig. 6.
We obtain the same coeIcients of the normal form with the three meshes. This is not surprising
here since the bifurcating periodic solutions are spatially uniform. These coeIcients are:
g101 = 0:5;
g210 =−1:5− 0:16667i;
g102 =−0:125i: (8.9)
It follows that a supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs. In particular, the bifurcating periodic solutions
of (8.2) exist and are stable near (0; 0) for B¿B0 close to B0. As a test, let =0:07 and compare the
periodic solution obtained from the normal form and the center manifold with the periodic solution
delivered by a numerical simulation. The former is obtained as follows. We 7rst compute z(t) the
periodic solution of the truncated normal form of order 3. This can be done explicitly by writing it
in polar coordinates. Then, from relation (5.7), we deduce that
U (t) =
(
u(t)
v(t)
)
= z(t)4+ Vz(t) V4+ .˜(z(t); Vz(t); 0:07) (8.10)
gives an approximation of the periodic solution of (8.2), where .˜ is the degree 3 Taylor polynomial
of .. To obtain the periodic solution of (8.2) from a numerical integration we use the Matlab
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Fig. 7. Order 3: superposition of the solutions.
code ode15s.m, taking U (0) as initial value, where U (t) is given by (8.10). In Fig. 7 (left) we
superpose approximation (8.10) and the solution from the numerical integration (dashed line). Both
were computed with Mesh 3. We plot the k-component of u(t) against the k-component of v(t),
where the index k corresponds to a node near the point (0:2; 0:8)∈2
We repeat the preceding computations but this time with  = 0:1 and 0.2 and present the results
in Fig. 7 (center and right).
Fig. 7 illustrates well that Center manifold theorem and Normal form theorem are local results and
that the approximations obtained with these results deteriorate as we move away from the bifurcation
point.
To improve these approximations we compute the degree 5 Taylor polynomials of the normal
form and .. The truncated normal form is now given by the following equation and its conjugate:
dz
dt
= iz + g101z + g210z2 Vz + g102z2 + g211z2 Vz + g103z3 + g320z3 Vz2
+g104z4 + g212z2 Vz2: (8.11)
With regard to the degree 5 Taylor expansion of ., it contains now 48 terms. Thus, in addition of
the 8 Eqs. (8.8), taking into account the relation .pqr = V.qpr , we have to solve 19 linear equations
with more and more complex second members. The coeIcients of the normal form obtained with
any of the three meshes are those given in (8.9) and below:
g211 =−0:38889 + 0:75i;
g103 = 0;
g320 =−0:16667− 1:7824i;
g104 =−0:0078125i;
g212 =−0:28125 + 0:21644i: (8.12)
As in Fig. 7 we compare in Fig. 8 approximations (8.10) for  = 0:07; 0:1 and 0.2 obtained with
the order 5 expansions of . and g with the result of the numerical integration. We note a clear
improvement of the approximations.
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Fig. 8. Order 5: superposition of the solutions.
9. A Hopf bifurcation with O(2)-symmetry
We consider in this section the Brusselator (8.2) on the disk of radius 1 with Neuman boundary
conditions. This system has an inherent O(2)-symmetry which is inherited by the center manifold,
the reduced equation and the normal form. The occurrence of this symmetry a2ects the bifurcation
behavior. In particular, at Hopf bifurcation points there are typically two bifurcating branches of
periodic solutions exhibiting spatial symmetry, namely a branch of rotating waves and a branch of
standing waves. Erneux et al. [11] seem to have been the 7rst to compute (via numerical integration)
rotating wave solutions of the Brusselator. Here we use the center manifold and normal forms theories
to obtain branches of rotating and standing waves for the Brusselator on the unit disk. As in Section
8, using the same notation, we consider the Brusselator equations as a di2erential equation
9U
9t = F(U; B) in 2;
9U
9n = 0 on 92 (9.1)
on the same function space D(L(B)), 2 being here the unit disk in the plane.
9.1. O(2)-symmetry
We 7rst de7ne the action of the orthogonal group O(2) on the function space D(L(B)). This group
is generated by the counterclockwise rotations RA, A∈ [0; 2] and the reMection  : (x; y) → (x;−y).
O(2) acts on D(L(B)) as follows: for U ∈D(L(B)) we put:
RA :U (w) → RA[U (w)] = U (weiA);
 :U (w) → [U (w)] = U ( Vw); (9.2)
where w = x + iy∈2.
With this action of O(2) on D(L(B)) ones veri7es easily that F in (9.1) is O(2)-equivariant, so
we can apply the results of Section 4.
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9.2. Critical eigenvalues and eigenvectors
We use the notations of Section 8. We will determine a value B0 of the bifurcation parameter B
such that the linear operator L(B0) has a pair of imaginary eigenvalues {±i!}. The eigenvalues of
the classical problem (8.3), with 2 the unit disk, are
−(m;n)2 (m= 0; n= 0; 1;m= 1; 2; : : : ; n= 0; 1; : : : ; );
where m;n is de7ned by J ′n(m;n) = 0 with Jn the Bessel function. The corresponding eigenfunctions
are
Jn(m;nr)einA; Jn(m;nr)e−inA:
Proceeding as in Section 8, we obtain that L(B0) has a pair of imaginary eigenvalues if B0 = 1 +
A2 + (m;n)2d(1+ @) for a pair (m; n). We choose m=1 and n=1, so we have B0 = 1+A2 + (1;1)2
d(1+@). The critical eigenvalues {±i!} are then those of the matrix (K−21;1D). The corresponding
eigenfunctions are given by
41(reiA) =
(
a
b
)
J1(1r)eiA;
42(reiA) =
(
a
b
)
J1(1r)e−iA (9.3)
and their complex conjugates where
( a
b
)∈C2 is an eigenvector of the matrix (K − 21;1D) associated
to the eigenvalue i!. In particular, the eigenvalues {±i!} of L(B0) are double and the eigenfunctions
41 and 42 satisfy
41 = 42; R 41 = ei 41 and R 42 = e−i 42; for each  ∈ [0; 2]: (9.4)
In the following the value of the parameters are
A= 1;
@= 0:5;
d= 0:1:
Thus we obtain B0 = 2:5085 and ! = 1:068. Furthermore, as easily veri7ed, tr(K − 2D)¿ 0 for
06 ¡1;1, tr(K − 2D)¡ 0 for ¿1;1 and det(K − 2D)¿ 0 for ¿ 0. It follows that {±i!}
are the only eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. In fact, for these values of the parameters there is
one positive eigenvalue, a pair on the imaginary axis and the other eigenvalues are in the half-plane
Re(z)¡ 0, so we can apply (see Remark 2.1) the center manifold theorem. Since the trivial stationary
solution has already lost its stability at a value of B smaller than B0, the bifurcating periodic solutions
are unstable, at least near the bifurcation point.
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9.3. Normal form
The center space is X0 = {z141 + z242 + z141 + z242; zi ∈C; i = 1; 2}. From (9.4) we deduce that
the group O(2) acts on the center space as follows:
R,
(
z141 + z242 + z141 + z242
)
= ei,z141 + e−i,z242 + e−i,z141 + ei,z242;

(
z141 + z242 + z141 + z242
)
= z142 + z241 + z142 + z241: (9.5)
Now exploiting the O(2)-symmetry it can be shown (see, e.g., [14]) that the normal form of order
3 is
dz1
dt
= i!z1 + z1Q
(|z1|2; |z2|2; )+ o((|z1|+ |z2|+ ||)3);
dz2
dt
= i!z2 + z2Q
(|z2|2; |z1|2; )+ o((|z1|+ |z2|+ ||)3);
dz1
dt
=−i!z1 + z1Q (|z1|2; |z2|2; ) + o
(
(|z1|+ |z2|+ ||)3
)
;
dz2
dt
=−i!z2 + z2Q (|z2|2; |z1|2; ) + o
(
(|z1|+ |z2|+ ||)3
)
; (9.6)
where Q(x; y; ) = f10001 + f20100x + f11010y + f100022: Let
.(z1; z2; z1; z2; ) =
∑
pqrst
.pqrstz
p
1 z
q
2z1
rz2st
with 16p + q + r + s + t6 3 be the order 3 expansion of . (5.7). We must have, as in the
case of a simple Hopf bifurcation (cf. Section 8), .pqrst = .rspqt . Using the method described in
Section 5 we obtain a set of 26 linear systems to solve in order to determine the coeIcients of
. and the normal form. We do not give here this long list of linear systems, it is available at
ftp.mat.ulaval.ca/pub/gervais/lin sys sec9.3.
9.4. Solutions of the normal form
First, we write the normal form in polar coordinates: let zj = rjeiAj ; j = 1; 2, we obtain
dr1
dt
= r1Qr(r21 ; r
2
2 ; ) + o((r1 + r2)
3);
dr2
dt
= r2Qr(r22 ; r
2
1 ; ) + o((r1 + r2)
3);
dA1
dt
= !+ QA(r21 ; r
2
2 ; ) +
1
r1
o((r1 + r2)3);
dA2
dt
= !+ QA(r22 ; r
2
1 ; ) +
1
r2
o((r1 + r2)3); (9.7)
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where Qr and QA are the real and imaginary parts of Q. Thus, we can write
Qr(r21 ; r
2
2 ; ) = a001 + a200r
2
1 + a020r
2
2 + o(r
2
1 + r
2
2 + ):
The stationary solutions of the truncated radial equations in (9.7), that is the solutions of the system
r1Qr(r21 ; r
2
2 ; ) = 0;
r2Qr(r22 ; r
2
1 ; ) = 0 (9.8)
give rise to periodic and quasi-periodic solutions for the truncated system obtained from (9.8) or
equivalently (9.6) by dropping the o( ) terms. For the following, we refer the reader to [14] for the
details. There are three types of solutions of (9.8):
Case 1: r1 = r2 = 0; which corresponds to the trivial solution z1 = z2 = 0:
Case 2: r1 = 0 and r2 = 0 or r2 = 0 and r1 = 0.
If a001a200 = 0 and a001a020 = 0, these give rise to solutions which are rotating waves, that is
satisfying
x(t) = R2tx(0);
where x(t) = z1(t)41 + z1(t)41 when r1 = 0 and r2 = 0 and x(t) = z2(t)42 + z2(t)42 when r1 = 0 and
r2 = 0. The constant 2 is given by 2=!+QA(r21 ; 0; ) when r1 = 0 and 2=!+QA(0; r22 ; ) when
r2 = 0.
Case 3: r1 = r2 = 0. Assuming a200 = a020 this corresponds to solutions of the form x(t)=R2tJ+
R−2tJ with J=r1(41+41) and where ∈O(2) is the reMection (cf. Section 9.1). This is a so-called
standing wave.
The precedings are solutions of the truncated normal form, but it can be shown (see [14])
that these solutions persist for the untruncated normal form. That is, there exist small perturba-
tions of these solutions, having the same characteristics, which are solutions of the untruncated
system (9.6).
9.5. The numerics
We give some details (a complete description is given in [1]) of the numerical computations of
the coeIcients of the normal form and .. To do so, as earlier mentioned, we need to solve 26
linear systems. First we write these in polar coordinates and consider meshes of [0; 1] × [0; 2] in
the (K; @)-plane, consisting of quadrilateral elements as depicted in Fig. 9. This 7gure also illustrates
how we number the nodes in order to respect the nature of the polar coordinates.
To such a 7nite element mesh we associate the 7nite element space Xh as follows. A function is
in Xh if its restriction to a rectangle with no edge on the axis K = 0 is of the form q(K; @) = a0 +
a1K+ a2@ + a3K@ and is of the form q(K; @) = a0 + a1K+ a3K@ if the rectangle has an edge on the
axis K=0. The presence of the Laplacian in our equations and the variational formulation will lead
to computations of integrals of the form
∫
K K(9 j=9K)(9 i=9K) + (1=K)(9 j=9@)(9 i=9@) dK d@ where
the  i are the basis functions. With the above choice of the 7nite element space, it is not diIcult
to show that we get rid of the singularity 1=K at K= 0.
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Fig. 9. Numbering of the nodes.
The discretized problem, with n equal subdivisions of [0; 2], is no longer O(2)-symmetric but
is only Dn-symmetric, where Dn is the dihedral group (the subgroup of O(2) generated by R2=n
and ). As far as the Hopf bifurcation is concerned, the bifurcation diagram of the O(2)-symmetric
continuous problem is the “limiting case” as n tends toward ∞ of the bifurcation diagram of the
Dn-symmetric discretized problem and the normal forms of order 3 are of the same type (see [12,
Chapters 17 and 18, p. 386]).
The critical eigenfunctions, also denoted by 41 and 42, of the discretized problem must satisfy
relations (9.4) for A = 2=n in order to obtain the action of Dn on the center space given by
relations (9.5) with ,=2=n. We proceed as follows to obtain 41 and 42. Let J be an eigenfunction
of the discretized problem associated to the critical eigenvalue i!, be obtained numerically. We
de7ne
4(z) =
n−1∑
k=0
e−ikAJ(eikAz); where A=
2
n
: (9.9)
Since the discretized problem is Dn-equivariant, its linearization is also Dn-equivariant and the
eigenspaces of the linearized operator are Dn-invariant (see, e.g., [12]). Thus, 4 is an eigenfunction
associated to the critical eigenvalue i!, so is 4. It is not diIcult to show that RA4(z) = eiA4(z).
We then choose 41 = 4=‖4‖ and 42 = 41. It is clear that these eigenfunctions satisfy relations (9.4)
with A = 2=n. Furthermore, it is easily checked that 41 and 42 are orthogonal. Now, after having
obtained numerically two eigenfunctions J∗1 and J∗2 associated to the eigenvalue −i! of the adjoint
linear operator, we determine two linear combinations 4∗1 and 4∗2 of J∗1 and J∗2 such that (4j; 4∗k )=Ljk
and (4j; 4∗j ) = 0 for j = 1; 2. Once these eigenfunctions have been computed, we can solve, as
in Sections 6 and 8, the linear systems whose solutions give the coeIcients of the normal form
and ..
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Table 2
CoeIcients of the normal form
Number of elements 60 320
f10001 0:5− 0:081401i 0:5− 0:079823i
f20100 −0:17495 + 0:043542i −0:17468 + 0:038903i
f11010 −0:40916 + 0:031806i −0:40863 + 0:030046i
f10002 −0:11998i −0:11998i
660 864
f10001 0:5− 0:079563i 0:5− 0:0795i
f20100 −0:17467 + 0:038096i −0:17467 + 0:037901i
f11010 −0:40853 + 0:02976i −0:40851 + 0:029692i
f10002 −0:11998i −0:11998i
9.6. Numerical results
We present in Table 2 the coeIcients of the normal form computed with four meshes, showing
convergence of these coeIcients as the mesh is re7ned.
Let (z1(t); z2(t)) be a solution of the normal form, relation (5.7) reads here as
U (t) =
(
u(t)
v(t)
)
= z1(t)41 + z2(t)42 + z1(t)41 + z1(t)41 + .˜(z1(t); z2(t); z1(t); z2(t); ): (9.10)
As in Sections 6 and 8, this is used to obtain approximations of the bifurcated solutions of the
Brusselator. A solution such that z2(t) ≡ 0 (cf. Section 9.5) gives rise to a rotating wave
U (t) = z1(t)41 + z1(t)41 + .˜(z1(t); 0; z1(t); 0; ) (9.11)
and a solution with z1(t) ≡ 0 yields a rotating wave
U (t) = z2(t)42 + z2(t)42 + .˜(0; z2(t); 0; z2(t); ): (9.12)
A solution such that z1(t) = z2(t) leads to a standing wave
U (t) = z1(t)(41 + 42) + z1(t)(41 + 42) + .˜(z1(t); z1(t); z1(t); z1(t); ): (9.13)
Integrating the normal form with  = 0:1 we obtain approximations of the rotating wave and the
standing wave of the Brusselator using (9.11) and (9.13). We present in Figs. 10 and 11, snapshots
of these periodic solutions during one period.
As already mentioned in Section 9.2, the rotating and standing waves bifurcating from zero are
unstable. But, at least in the vicinity of the bifurcation point, the rotating waves are weakly unstable.
To see this, one can, as in [9], compute the Floquet multipliers of the rotating wave and observe that
there is only one multiplier whose absolute value is larger than 1 but barely. Thus starting near the
unstable rotating wave, the solution will stay near this wave for a long time. Taking =0:1 and using
the approximation given by (9.11) at t=0 as initial condition, we perform a numerical simulation of
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Fig. 10. Standing wave (9.13).
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Fig. 11. Rotating wave (9.11).
the Brusselator with the Matlab code ode15s.m. We integrate for a span of time equivalent to about
20 times the period of the rotating wave. Fig. 12, presenting snapshots of the simulated solution
during one period, shows a solution very similar to the one (cf. Fig. 11) obtained from the normal
form.
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Fig. 12. Numerical simulation of the rotating wave.
10. Concluding remarks
In the literature, the computations of normal forms of PDEs are mostly limited to PDEs on simple
shape domains (interval, square, disk, etc.) allowing analytical or 7nite di2erences methods to be
used. In this paper we present a methodology and programs coupling symbolic computation with
the 7nite element method to compute normal forms of PDEs. In particular, the complex algebraic
manipulations, the writing of some parts of the code and problems with complex shape domains can
be handled with ease.
Appendix A
Maple input steady
# degr: degree of the Taylor expansions of the normal form and Phi to be computed
#
# symetrie: symetrie:= 1 if there is a spatial symmetry S(U)=-U
#
# partie nonlin: the nonlinear part of the equation. When it is a vector,
# e.g. [U*V∧2-7*U,V*U-U∧7*V] it must be written as [U1*U2∧2-7*U1,U2*U1-U1∧7*U2].
# When it is not polynomial, we must enter the degr Taylor polynomial.
#
# liste a assembler (cf. the worksheet fnormal steady.mws) is the list of formal
# linear and nonlinear terms which correspond to terms to be assembled in the
# finite element code. The user must enter, respecting the order in liste a assembler,
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# the list (called liste modeles) of the user-defined matlab assembling functions.
# Example: for the problem of Section 6 we have:
# liste a assembler := [a, a*b, a∧2, a*b*c, a*b∧2, a∧3];
# liste modeles:= [lin(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a),
# bilin(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a,b),
# carre(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a),
# trilin(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a,b,c),
# bilincarre(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a,b),
# cube(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a)]:
# For example, the user-defined Matlab function bilincarre assembles, for the
# functions a and b, the function a*b∧2.
degr:= 3: # the degree 3 Taylor expansions will be computed
symetrie:= 1 # the problem in Section 6 is S-equivariant where S(U)=-U
partie nonlin:= U∧3: # the nonlinearity in the problem of Section 6
liste modeles:= [lin(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a),
bilin(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a,b),
carre(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a),
trilin(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a,b,c),
bilincarre(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a,b),
cube(connect,coor,nel,numer,n inc,a)]:
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